HEDGE TRIMMERS

A CUT
ABOVE
THE REST.
Metabo sets standards for hedge trimmers. No wonder therefore that Metabo hedge trimmers are the preferred brand of landscape gardeners. Robust motors
with safety clutches ensures precise safe cuts, the lasercut

and

diamond-ground

blade

teeth

make

short

work of matured timber too. And the patented Metabo
handle system extends the range by up to 40%. Hedge
trimming can hardly be more effective and more professional:
Metabo. Work. Don’t play.
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HEDGE TRIMMERS
BETTER CUTS.
Safety is the topmost priority when trimming hedges.

large trigger guard prevents backstrokes to machine

Metabo devices are distinguished by the following in

and user, and the 8 mm safety zone of the lower blade

particular: The patented quick stop mechanism stops

reduces the danger of accidentally injuring oneself, thus

the blades in less than 0.05 seconds. The Metabo

making trimming even safer.

S-automatic protects against blade blocking. The extra

Patented Metabo
handle system
It provides a 40% range
increase due to an
additional switch in
the handle. The safe
two-hand operation is
maintained.

Cable-stress
relief mechanism
Prevents the machine
cable from getting
pulled out by tightening
it beforehand.

Range increase of 40%
The patented handle system and an
additional switch in the handle enable
a higher range for safe two-hand
operation.
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Safe two-hand operation
with patented quick stop.

Metabo S-automatic
torque limiting clutch

Two-level reduced gear
Two-level reduced gear
and powerful 600 Watt
motors provide high
cutting power.

Safety lower blade
The 8-mm safety zone of the lower
blade makes cutting even safer.

Trigger guard
The extra large guard
prevents backstrokes
when working on walls,
tree trunks or stones.

Double diamond
ground blade teeth
For noticeably longer
service life; even when
used constantly.

Safe two-hand operation and patented
mechanical quick braking
Quick stop in 0.05 seconds: It works if one of
the two switch elements is not pressed. It is
therefore hardly possible to touch the running
blades accidentally.

EQUIPMENT FEATURES

New Metabo handle system with up to 40% more range

Safety two-handed operation and patented mechanical
quick braking (blade quick stop in 0.05 seconds)

Safety lower blade

Cleaner cut due to double ground blade teeth at 30° angle

Large hand guard

Metabo S-automatic safety clutch

Quiet operation and very good ergonomy



Cable strain relief
Trigger-guard with twig feed

Hs 8345 S

CORDLESS
DEVICES

DRILLS

IMPACT DRILLS



HAMMERS

HEDGE TRIMMERS

ANGLE
GRINDERS

SCREWDRIVERS

Hs 8355 S

20 mm
450 mm
3.200 /min
500 W
3,6 kg

20 mm
550 mm
3.200 /min
500 W
3,8 kg

20 mm
650 mm
3.200 /min
500 W
4 kg

Impact guard, container

Impact guard, container

Impact guard, container

Hs 8345 S
6.08345 

Hs 8355 S
6.08355 

Hs 8365 S
6.08365 

SAWS

500 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8365 S

Type
Order no.

METABOXES

HEDGE
TRIMMERS

Standard equipment

500 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8355 S

SPECIAL
MACHINES

Comparative device characteristics
Cutting strength
Blade length
Number of cuts at no load
Rated input power
Weight

500 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8345 S

ROUTERS
AND PLANERS

SANDING
MACHINES

Hs 8365 S
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HEDGE TRIMMERS
EQUIPMENT FEATURES

New Metabo handle system with up to 40% more range

Especially high cutting capacity due to two-level reduced gear

Safety two-handed operation and patented mechanical
quick braking (blade quick stop in 0.05 seconds)

Safety lower blade

Cleaner cut due to double ground blade teeth at 30° angle

Especially sharp diamond-ground blade teeth

Large hand guard

Hs 8455 S






Metabo S-automatic safety clutch
Quiet operation and very good ergonomy
Cable strain relief
Trigger-guard with twig feed

Hs 8465 S

Hs 8475 S

Comparative device characteristics
Cutting strength
Blade length
Number of cuts at no load
Rated input power
Weight
Standard equipment

Type
Order no.

600 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8455 S

600 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8465 S

600 Watt Hedge Trimmer
Hs 8475 S

26 mm
550 mm
3.000 /min
600 W
4 kg

26 mm
650 mm
3.000 /min
600 W
4,2 kg

26 mm
750 mm
3.000 /min
600 W
4,4 kg

Impact guard, container

Impact guard, container

Impact guard, container

Hs 8455 S
6.08455 

Hs 8465 S
6.08465 

Hs 8475 S
6.08475 

Hedge trimmer maintenance oil
Order
no.
Hedge trimmer maintenance oil spray
Vegetable-based
 Also suitable for the cordless hedge trimmers Hs A 8043
maintenance, pump-spray-can, with 0.3 litre capacity

6.30475

Hedge trimmer maintenance oil, 1 litre
Vegetable-based
 Also suitable for the cordless hedge trimmers Hs A 8043

6.30474
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